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Abstract— Semantic Technologies is playing a vital role in the field of query processing for efficient and result oriented 

environment as earlier approaches towards query processing focuses on manipulation of queries prior to time of their execution 

rather than focusing on relevancy. As in today’s world knowledge Management is major issue due to large information flow in 

unstructured form over internet. Hence Use of Ontology description over various subjects domain in order to streamline the flow of 

information and reformulating the queries into specific format on keyword basis  which co-relates the given ontology with the target 

to optimize generated results on the relevancy basis is an efficient way. In this paper, we described the semantic knowledge over given 

domain in form of ontology and developed a methodology to reform queries for information retrieval from ontology associated 

datasets. In addition, a mapping between underlying database and created ontology has also been taken care of by assigning proper 

format to database in normalized form so as to reduce data redundancy in databases and in results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To Retrieve the information out of available large database, query processing is an initial and vital step but due to large flow of 

data around and result oriented practical world, traditional query processing techniques are not sufficient enough and so is the 

need of query optimization. Query optimization is done using query reformulation technique and use of semantic knowledge for 

query reformulation enhances the process to a greater extent. The idea behind query optimization is to rewrite a given user 

query into another equivalent query format that uses less time and/or resources during its execution. Two queries are considered 

to be equivalent if they provide the same result. Prime goal of query reformulation is to translate the user query into some 

different format which fits best according to structure of system. And proper meaningful and defined structure of system can be 

developed in the form of Ontology.  

The aim of the query reformulation is to extend the result of a given user query in a semantically meaningful way. The proposed 

approach shows how an ontology can effectively be exploited to rewrite a user query into another one such that the new query 

provides additional meaningful results that satisfy the intention of the user and gives only specific and most accurate results, in 

the query transformation process we have introduced the 3D Data model which works on hash table concept and will help in 

providing the association of useful keywords in user query string with the developed ontology classes. Based on practical 

examples and their usefulness, set of reformulation rules are developed. We have transformed the query in a specific format to 

retrieve knowledge database through ontology description and getting only most relevant results with higher Precision value. 

The objective of the research is to transform a user query into optimised query which may  not be exactly  equivalent but 

provides more meaningful results. For this purpose, Ontology has been developed over Indian Universities domain which 

effectively integrates the datasets with the proper definition and relationship between concepts in order to utilize semantics for 

query processing and execution. Further, a method for query optimization is proposed using transformation.  

 

The remaining part of the paper consists of following sections: Firstly, Ontology is created over a particular domain and 

populating it with the descriptive features like classes and the relationship among them through object type properties in order 

to give it proper representation and getting it in form of RDF & OWL format and then the underlying dataset is mapped to the 

given ontology, our datasets contains self created files providing data about the particular universities that are integrated to 

ontology as the instances into an ontology class . Secondly we proposed our approach of manipulating and reformulating the 

user query into specific format of SPARQL using keyword filtering by tokenizing the user string and providing intelligence and 

meaning through 3-D database model and hence getting results based on data definition approach. Finally using various test 

queries we have tested our approach and obtained the F-Score values as accuracy measure.  

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
For Semantic Query Optimization  various approaches have been  proposed emphasizing on various issues. Gupta et al in [1] 

suggested the keyword filtering and keyword frequency count in order to reduce the generated results by ignoring low 

frequency keywords and finally optimizes the generated results according to the frequency but not according to user 

requirement and intention.  



 

Necib [2] proposed an approach which is based on query transformation using reduction rules like augmentation rules, 

vocabulary rules and consistency rules while Sukheja [3] proposed an optimization technique which generates series of SQL 

statement, rewrites the query focussing cost based optimization strategy before passing through underlying database. Chaudhari 

et al. in [4] proposed query optimization process by rewriting queries in presence of foreign functions. Our  proposed approach 

uses  ontology modelled using description logic. The ontology acts as a global schema, providing a declarative description of 

the concepts of the domain, the instances of which are stored in object-wrapped sources. Queries are expressed, optimized using  

ontology and the dataset. Further, we optimise the query results during query processing and emphasis is given on generating 

only results that fits best  to the ontology mapping rather than  keyword frequency or other cost based issues. 3D Data Model is 

the innovative part in query transformation process as it provides intelligence to the process in neglecting / associating the 

keywords not mentioned in ontology description but have similar meaning or related to ontology classes. 

 

 

III. BACKGROUND 

 

 

3.1. Ontology 
 
Ontology [6, 7] provides a concise and univocal description of components/classes and their relationships for a domain of 

interest and this descriptive knowledge can be used by several user and user groups. The hierarchical organization of classes 

with relationships among them constitutes the backbone of ontology. 

 

3.2. Ontology Representation 
 
The Ontologies are represented in real world through conceptualisation shared by humans as a knowledge base and are 

described through machine readable languages such as OWL (Web Ontology Language), XML (eXtensible Markup Language). 

Inside Ontology everything is derived from <owl:Thing>  which further comprises classes, object type properties, data type 

properties and instances. The main component of ontology is Class which is basically description of concepts in the domain. 

Apart from classes second most important component of ontology are the properties which are classified into object properties 

and data type properties and these describes various features and attributes of the concepts and then individual instances of the 

classes are made which in together makes a knowledge-base for the system. 

 

In the proposed approach ontology is represented using Resource Descriptive Framework (RDF) based models [9]. RDF is the 

backbone of semantic web, which is the standard model for data interchange on the web. It is linked with the other resources via 

URI (Uniform Resource Allocator) which uniquely identifies the documents. It works on the XML technology hence making 

data in each database understood by each other in XML form and hence platform independent. RDF is based on statements of a 

triple-form (Subject, Predicate, Object ). The meaning of a particular RDF model is the conjunction (i.e. logical AND) of all the 

statements it contains [9]. Any element of a statement is referred to as a resource. Predicates specify characteristics or 

relationships of resources, and are referred to as properties. 

 

For example: 

Sentence 1: NIT Jaipur is located at Jaipur. 

Here, NIT Jaipur is the subject (resource), is located at is the predicate (property) and Jaipur is the object (property-value). 

 

 
3.3. Ontology Description 
 
Ontology Domain concerned to the approach is “Indian Universities”. By developing domain specific ontology the flow of 

information is streamlined about our domain like various web resources providing information about Indian colleges and 

universities and their characteristics are published and shared under same ontology and one can share and aggregate information 

from these sources and hence provide a more viable solution to the user query about Indian universities/colleges. The domains 

of the ontology defined can be integrated / reused by other ontology, thus integrating several existing ontologies under large 

ontology describing a large domain as described in figure 1. 

 

 

 



 Features of our domain ontology are - 

 

Classes: 

 

Four main classes are defined in an ontology namely Universities, Courses, Recognizations and Zone. The University class has 

been further divided into subclasses Engineering, Medical, and Management which are further divided into subsequent sub- 

classes up to one more level. The instances of these classes are made from the datasets files of specific format and which will be 

discussed in next segment. The Courses class contains a list of all the courses as its subclasses and Recognization class have 

instances as list of recognizing bodies while Zone class consists of list of zone as its subclasses. All the classes are sub-classed 

under one class <owl:Thing> which is the root of all the classes as described in figure 2. 

 

Defining properties: 

 
The properties of the classes are hence defined which includes Object properties and Data type properties. 

 

Object Properties Domain Range 

hasCourses Universities Courses 

hasRecognizationfrom Universities Recognizing Body 

isLocatedin Universities Zone 

 

 TABLE 1: Object Type Properties 

 

 
The domain of each property is defined to show the class belongs to. 

 

 
TABLE 2: Data Type Properties 

 
Datatype Properties Domain 

hasUniversityName  

 

Universities 

hasCourseName Courses 
 

 TABLE 2: Data Type Properties 

 

3.4. Dataset Description 

 
Dataset corresponding to domain of ontology is developed for different universities. Each university has  classes and properties.  

Information about various universities is gathered through web resources and respective institute brochures. Datasets are kept in  

normalized form  to reduce the redundancy. Additionally,  proper format has been maintained for each data file e.g.  data about 

NIT Jaipur, related documents are kept in folder  named NIT Jaipur in folder of NITs ,  which comprises of two files. First one 

includes information about Name, University Type,  Zonal Location, Courses, Recognizations where courses and 

recognizations may have more than one values. Hence,  proper keys as a value of combinations of different values are 

represented into another integrated files as shown in figure 3.  The second file comprises of the Streams/Specialization 

corresponding to the courses as shown in figure 4. These file names are integrated into OWL model as an instances to 

subclasses of Universities. 

 



 

                                            Figure 1- Ontology Structure 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : Class Hierarchy 

 

 



 

 

 
                                         

Figure 3 :Dataset-sheet1 

 

Figure 4: Dataset-sheet2 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. SEMANTIC QUERY PROCESSING  

 

 

4.1. Overview of proposed System 
 
Query Processing Mechanism is purely based on query reformulation mechanism with the association rules of the 

developed Ontology and dataset. System overview is explained in figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: System Overview  

 
 

4.2. Query Transformation Algorithm 

 
Given the user query “q” in the form of string. This query is parsed (tokenized) in the form of multiple keywords to form a 

keyword set Q.  let us take Q = {k1,k2,......kn} for n keyword string. We develop a 3D Database model for transforming query set 

Q into intermediate query string  Q′ ,as explained in section 4.3. This model aims to transform the query by removing irrelevant 

keywords from query set Q. To remove semantic gap between vocabularies, we add or remove keywords. Further this 

intermediate transformed query set Q′  is converted to appropriate SPARQL Query format Q ′′  which is finally queried through 

OWL model as explained in section 4.4. 

 

             Begin 

1 User Input: String q 

2. Tokenize q and Q = {Set of Tokens obtained from q} 

3. Process each token from set of Q. 

4. Match the token with 3-D Model’s list 

5. If (Matched) Assign the Ontology class associated with that token and store in  

  Q ′  = {Set of matched token with associated Ontology class} 

 Else 

             Ignore the token and process next token in Q. 

6. Q′   is processed according to class attributes. 

7. Q′   is then converted to SPARQL format Q ′′  according to the relationships and RDF properties of an ontology. 

8. Q ′′ is then finally executed over ontology and obtained results are displayed in tabular manner with column names 

according to the class attributes from set Q’ 

               End 

  Figure 6:  Proposed Algorithm 



 

Algorithm can be illustrated with help of following example: 

 

User Query q = “find the universities located in north having courses btech or mtech.” 

Tokenization process 

Q = {“find”, “the”, “universities”,....... ,”mtech”}. 

After processing database model, Q′  is obtained. 

Q ′ ={“Universities”,“Zone=north”,...,”Courses=mtech”} 

 based on our ontology classes Q’ is converted to SPARQL format to query the OWL Model. 

Q ′′  =  PREFIX out: <http://www.education/myontology1.owl#>  

PREFIX rdfs:<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>  

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> 

SELECT DISTINCT ?Courses ?Universities ?Zone  

WHERE{  ?Universities out:hasCourses ?Courses. 

?Universities out:isLocatedin ?Zone. 

FILTER((?Courses = out:BTech ||?Courses = out:MTech )&&(?Zone = out:North )) 

    } 

 
4.3. DataSet Model 

 
3D Model is maintained with depth of 2 units, with length of 26 units and breadth of no. of keywords in the particular length. 

First unit of depth is more like dictionary for storing words on alphabetic manner while in second unit we store string as 

required after transformation based on our ontology concepts. Model is also useful to handle synonym problem such as 

“college” or “university”. 3D Model is described through Figure 5. Model is maintain in the form of hast table so that time is 

reduced in searching as it will check only that row that corresponds to starting 

letter of keyword set. For example, it will check "course" in the 3rd row only which starts from 'c'. Apart from that model also 

take care of the differences in semantics of keyword or synonyms, For example, for the predefined class "universities" if user 

differs the keyword by entering its synonyms or similar keywords like  “colleges”, “institutes” etc. , it will treat them as 

“universities” through background information in 3-D Model. In figure 7, arrow is used to show the hidden/background 

dimension of Model. 

 

 
 

Figure 7:  3D Database Model 

 

 



 
 

 4.4. SPARQL Processing 

 
From transformed query string Q′   obtained through database model we generate SPARQL format Q ′′  which is further used to 

retrieve to appropriate semantics results [10]. In this process Q ′  is transformed in attributes of SELECT clause which are the 

fields of the table to be displayed and in WHERE clause relationships/properties among concepts of ontology need to be 

mentioned for finding results between concepts connected semantically and FILTER Clause is for putting conditions for best 

desired results according to user query Q. Result of a sample query in GUI is shown in figure 8. 
 

 

Figure 8: Result of User Query 

 
 

V.   EMIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 
Semantic Query Optimization through query transformation algorithm and SPARQL processing is evaluated on the basis of 

relevancy of obtained results. We have taken sample query statements and calculated Precision as ratio of number of correct 

classified results obtained and total results obtained through query processing and Recall as ratio of total number of results 

obtained and the total number of records in the dataset. In the field of Information Retrieval, Precision is the fraction of 

retrieved documents that are relevant to the search. High values of F-score i.e. Harmonic mean of Precision and Recall  is the as 

prime factor for evaluating our approach.  
 

Sample Queries F-Score 

Colleges having BTech Course in North. 0.956 

Colleges for BTech, MTech and MBA with UGC recognizations. 0.963 

UGC Universities with MBBS courses. 0.896 

Universities having PhD courses with UGC or  MHRD recognizations. 0.965 

Universities having courses as BTech or MBBS with UGC recognizations. 0.984 

MSc, MBBS, BTech colleges with UGC recognization in East zone. 1.0 

Universities having MBBS courses recognized from MCI  and are located in North or 

South. 

0.986 

MHRD recognized north zone universities for BTech studies. 0.952 

 
Table 3- Query Evaluation 

 



 

 
 

Figure 9:  F-Score variation with sample queries 

 
Approach provides higher accuracy due to query reformulation using additional intelligence with 3D model and conversion to 

SPARQL format with appropriate filter and conditional statements. In Table-3, Query No. 6 and Query No. 7 have better F-

Score as these queries contain more ontology associated keywords and same can be transformed to SPARQL format with 

suitable filter and conditional statements while Query No. 3 is having relatively lesser F-Score value as query is generic and do 

not have much relationship among keywords and same can’t be associated with relatively stronger filter and conditional 

statement in SPARQL format. Apart from this, earlier approaches of frequency count and ignorance of less frequent keywords 

may lead to many irrelevant results of query particularly in queries like Query No.1, 3, 8 those are not having much ontology 

associated keywords in them. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION / FUTURE WORK 

 
Transformation of the query in a specific format to retrieve knowledge database through ontology description and getting only 

most relevant results with higher Precision value. Currently, proposed approach works for specific ontology i.e. only domain of 

Indian universities but this could further be integrated with other similar ontology domain to have relatively rich knowledge 

database.  
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